1) Find five of our sculptures with legs that are suited,
For swimming, and are best at flying through fluid!
…Who are they?

2) This peculiar mammal happens to be no joke,
She oddly lays eggs, but is not a hoax.
She closes her ears, nose, and eyes when she hunts,
And uses a special sense in her “beak” to find her lunch!
…What kind of animal is she?
3) I spyhop to see what goes on above,  
To see things on the surface, or the pod I am part of.  
I breathe through a blowhole, and live in the sea.  
There’s very few animals that are bigger than me!  
…What kind of animal am I?!

4) This fish lives in the fathoms below,  
And when they have babies, it’s quite a fun show!  
The dads have the babies, and give the greatest of care  
And they live all their lives with a great sense of flare!  
…What kind of fish is he?

5) Now you’ve finished the hunt.  
What a great job you did!  
Despite how these sculptures did their best to stay hid.  
Now write your name down on the line just below,  
And to a Zoo staff person you should go show,  
Your work that you did! Which shows you’re so wise.  
Just show it to them, and they’ll give you a prize!!

My name: ____________________________________________